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Critical Stresses in Materials with Cracks
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The fracture mechanics concepts, as well as the concepts introduced on the basis of principle of critical
energy, correlated with strength of materials with cracks is analysed. The equivalent stress method of
strength was applied to cracked materials, by using the concept of local critical stress. This one depends on
the material behavior and the deterioration due to crack. Experimental results have been obtained with
specimens of OL304 steel with different cracks. The influence of crack depth and crack width is put into
evidence.
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From the very manufacturing stage, mechanical
structures often feature micro-cracks or small cracks
whose dimension may become critical when the structure
is under operating conditions.

This raises the problem of determining whether a crack
at any given time is dangerous to the structure.

a. In the literature, one can find expressions for stress at
the tip of the crack and for stress at a certain distance from
the crack tip [1; 2]. On this basis, new concepts, correlated
with the crack dimensions, which provide the ground for
the chapter of fracture mechanics, have been defined,
namely [3; 4]:

– stress intensity factor, for materials with linear-elastic
behavior at the crack tip

(1)

where I, II, III refers to the three mode of fracture (I opening;
II sliding; III tearing); σ normal stress, perpendicular to the
crack of length 2a;  τII,III(r;θ) - shear stress in the case of
sliding (II) and tearing (III) mode, respectively; F is a
function of the crack geometry;   fII(r;θ),   fIII(r;θ) -  function
which depend on the point coordinates, where the stress
is calculated;

- crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) is used in the
case of plastic deformation at the tip of the crack,

(2)

where =i  I, II or III, δi depends on the applied stress, σ,
and on the yield properties of the material in the yield zone
at the crack tip (σy- yield stress; εy- yield strain);

J integral, expresses the decrease of the energy capable
of deforming the material with a non-linear behavior,
depending on the length with which the crack advances,

(3)

where Ed is the potential deformation energy per unit of
body thickness.

In order to determine whether a particular crack is
dangerous, in case the mechanical structure undergoes a
certain static stress, specimens were standardized to
experimentally determine the critical values of these
concepts, namely:
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Ki,cr=Ki,c -  the fracture toughness in the case of stress
intensity factor; δi,cr=δi,c - the critical value of δi;  Ji,cr=Ji,c -
the critical value of Ji integral.

In fracture mechanics, the condition that the loading of
a mechanical structure with cracks should be admissible
is expressed in one of the following relationships:

(4)
where ki,al = ki,cr / CK  is the allowable value of the stress
intensity factor; ck > - safety coefficient;

(5)

where δi,al=δi,cr / cδ  is the allowable value of CTOD and cδ
> 1 -  safety coefficient;

(6)

where Ji,al=Ji,cr / cJ is the allowable value of J -  integral and
cJ>1 - safety coefficient.

b. V.V. Jinescu [5] proposed a new philosophy for the
calculation of mechanical structures with cracks, different
from the one in fracture mechanics.

- In the case of static loading, based on the principle of
critical energy, one calculates the total participation of the
specific energy PT(t) determined by the local load, which
is compared to the critical participation Pcr(t); the latter
includes the influence of the crack [5-8]. Both variables
are dimensionless and generally time-dependent (t).

The total participation of specific energies at a given
moment t has the expression [5],

(7)

where σi is the applied stress;  σi,cr - the  critical value of  σi;
δσi = 1  if σi  acts in the direction of the deformation process;
δσi = 0  if  σi has no influence and  δσi = -1  if σi  opposes the
deformation process.

The exponent depends on the behavior of the material
expressed by the power law,

(8)

where σ is the applied stress; ε - strain; Mσ, k - constants.
The critical participation at time t, when critical stresses

are deterministic variables, has the expression,
(9)
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where D(t) is the deterioration at time t.
If the crack increases over time, deterioration will also

increase. Critical participation depends on the value of the
deterioration which may be calculated with the existing
relationships in the literature [9-11].

In work [25], the deterioration was correlated with the
dimensions of the crack by applying fracture mechanics
concepts, namely,

or,

where exponent k is derived from the law of behavior (8).
The influence of the crack is included in the strength

calculation based on the principle of critical energy, without
the need for the experimental determination of new
material characteristics, as is the case with fracture
mechanics.

This method of calculating the strength of cracked
mechanical structures has been applied to many cases of
mechanical stresses [5-8; 11-18]. The superposition of
loads of the same nature or of a different nature proved to
be possible only on the basis of the relations obtained
through the use of the principle of critical energy [19-30].

c. In a second step, one moved from the calculation
based on the participation of specific energy induced by
the loads, to the classical calculation based on the concept
of equivalent stress, σeq. In this case the influence of the
crack was introduced into the expression of critical stress,
σcrD which depends on deterioration D.

V.V. Jinescu and V.-I. Nicolof [13] proposed the following
relationship for the local critical stress of the structure with
cracks,

(10)

where  D=D(a;c) is the deterioration caused by a crack
with depth a and length 2c, and σcr is the critical stress of
the material without crack.

Instead of the concepts of fracture mechanics, one uses
the concept of local critical stress of the mechanical
structure with cracks. With this concept it has become
possible to use strength theories based on the equivalent
stress concept. The condition for a cracked structure to
undergo admissible loads is - structurally - identical with
the strength of materials condition,

(11)

where σeq is calculated on the basis of the main stresses
loading the structures, without taking into account the
crack, and the local admissible stress (in the crack area)
is calculated with the relation,

(12)

where cD>1 is the safety coefficient.
In order to use relationship (11) for checking a cracked

mechanical structure, it is necessary to know the
interdependence between σcr(D) and the deterioration D
produced by the crack.

In the papers [31-33], relationships have been proposed
for yield loading in tubular cylindrical specimens with
cracks, which may be written as in equation, obtained in
[13],

Higher a/s and θ / π , lover the critical stress σcr(a;θ) .
b. The influence of the crack width  has not been

considered in research carried so far. We shall further
present the influence of the crack on the fracture strength
of some OL 304 (5NiCr180) steel specimens, used in the
construction of equipment in the chemical,
pharmaceutical, petroleum, nuclear, food industries.

Rectangular section specimens (fig. 3) have been
created with cracks of 2c=5 or 10 mm, unpenetrated
(a=1mm) or penetrated a=2 mm, perpendicular to the
direction of loading  (β=90o) or inclined (β=45o).

Cracks with width e were obtained by electro-erosion,
which allowed for cracks with clean  edges and crack
depth control. The crack widths were e=0.3; 0.4; 0.6; 0.8
and 0.9.

The experiments were performed on a universal test
machine A900 (TC100), LGB Testing Equipment, connected
to a computer equipped with the LBG Easy Test software.

-Unpenetrated specimens of OL304 were used to
determine the behavior of the tested steel.

(13)

where Yy(D) is the limit load of the cracked tubular
specimen; Yy is the limit load of the crackless tubular
specimen and α=0.

Local critical stresses and loads in mechanical
structures with cracks

a. From previous research, one has found that the local
critical stress or load decreases with an increase in the
crack depth, a, length 2c or angular opening 2θ. For
example, with hollow tubular specimens with
semielliptical crack at the inner surface (fig 1, a, b) under
axial force F, processing [14] the data from [34] the
dependence of  σcr(a;θ) / σcr were obtained as a function
of a/s for three values of reported angle θ/π (fig. 2). The
behavior of the pipe material has been considered as
ideally-plastic, i.e. the maximum stress  σcr=σY  is the yield
stress.

Fig. 1. Tubular sample with circumferential (a) and axial (b) semi-
elliptical crack on the inner surface.

Fig. 2. The dependence of reported critical stress  on

ratio a/s, for three values of  θ / π for tubular specimen
represented in figure 1, a, under axial force, namely axial stress, σ
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Fig. 3. Rectangular section specimens with an
impenetrable (a)  or through crack (b), inclined

at or inclined at β=90o or inclined at 45o.

Fig. 4. Dependencies σn=εn and σ- ε for an OL304 steel
specimen without cracks under traction load

Fig. 5. Dependencies σn-εn  and σ-ε  for OL 304 specimens with
unpenetrated crack (a=1 mm) featuring: a-2c=5mme=0.8 mm and

β=90o; b-2c=10mm; e=0.6mm and β=45o

Fig. 6. The variation of ultimate stress (σu,n and σr)  with the width
of the crack e, in the case 2c=5mm and β=90o (a), and if 2c=10mm

and β=45o (b)

Based on the graphical representation of the
interdependence between natural stress σn, and natural-
strain, εn, the exponent k  from relation (8) was calculated.
Figure 4 shows the dependence between natural concepts
σn(εn)  and engineering concepts σ(ε) .

a

b

-In the case of OL 304 specimens with the penetrating
crack  (a=2mm) under traction load there have been
obtained the dependencies required for traction, the
dependencies represented in figure 7 for cracks with
β=90o and 2c=5mm, e=0.6mm (fig.7, a) and 2c=10mm,
e=0.3 mm (fig.7, b). It is noted that with an increasing
crack length the fracture strength decreases.

The dependence of the fracture strength on the crack
width is shown in figure 8, which also demonstrates the
influence of the crack length. For 2c=5mm the values of
the fracture strength (fig.8, a) are higher than when
2c=10mm  (fig.8, b).

Since the crack width influences the fracture strength,
in general, the expression of the critical stress (here the
ultimate stress) as well as the critical load will be written
as follows,

 (14)

In this case, the result was exponent k=0.205.
-For an OL304 specimen with unpenetrated crack,

(a=1mm), featuring 2c=5 mm,  and β=90o and e=0.8
mm, under traction load, dependencies σn-εn and σ-ε have
been shown in figure 5.

It has been found that the ultimate stress of the cracked
specimen is much smaller than the one in the uncracked
specimen.

By increasing the crack width, e, the ultimate stress
decreases.

The ultimate stress σu,n and σu, respectively, of the
specimen with unpenetrated crack diminishes with the
enlargement of crack width e (fig. 6), both when 2c=5mm
and β=90o as well as in the case when 2c=10mm and
β=45o.
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a

b
Fig.7. Diagrammes σn-εn and σ-ε for OL 304 specimens with

penetrating crack (a=2mm),  β=90o and: a-2c=5mm;
e=0.6mm; b-2c=10mm  and e=0.3mm

  Fig. 8. The variation in fracture strength (σr,n and σr) dependent on
the crack width (e) for OL 304 specimens with crack length

2c=5mm(a) and 2c=10mm (b).

where one has emphasized the findings from the
experiments performed and presented in the foregoing
figures, that the critical parameters depend both on the
configuration of the crack (a;c;e) and on its inclination.

Conclusions
The paper elaborates on the approach to the problem of

material fracture by resorting to the concepts based on the
principle of critical energy, namely:

- comparison of the total participation of the specific
energies corresponding to the loadings, to the critical
participation, dependent on crack induced deterioration;

- comparison of the equivalent stresses corresponding
to the stresses loading the structure, to the local critical
stress dependent on the crack configuration and
inclination.

The experiments performed on OL 304 specimens have
shown that the evaluation of the material fracture may be
made more easily by resorting to the proposed concepts
than with those currently used in fracture mechanics.
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